the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games, how the International Olympic Committee and Taipei responded to Beijing's plan, and what was the significance and implications of Beijing's participation in the 1952 Olympic Games, this paper makes use of materials that only very recently became available to shed light on this complicated and long-neglected issue. Apart from providing the historical background of the dispute, this paper also shows that Beijing's recent obsession with the Olympics is not new, and that the newly established PRC regime exhibited a strong interest in the Olympic movement from the outset.
B Be e i ij ji in ng g ' ' s s d d e e c ci i s si io o n n t to o t ta a k k e e p p a ar r t t i in n t th he e 1 1 9 9 5 52 2 O Ol ly y m mp p i ic c G G a a m me e s s Pierre de Coubertin founded the modern Olympiad in a spirit of "all games, all nations."
(1) In a dispute over the participation of Bohemia and Finland in the 1912 Games, Coubertin reminded the parties that there existed a "sports geography" that was quite "distinct from the political geography."
(2) But Coubertin was perhaps too optimistic; individual governments seldom bought into his high idealism when political interests and issues of legitimacy were involved. Some states, though not all, did as they pleased when it came to dealing with the Olympic Games, as when Great Britain refused to allow Ireland to participate independently in the seventh Olympiad in 1920. The Irish athletes responded by refusing to compete under the British flag. (3) Until sometime around the early 1990s, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) made a point of stating that it recognized National Olympic Committees (NOCs), not nation-states, and as a result, the IOC could in principle certify an NOC for any territory. For instance, under U.S. territories there are three NOCs: the USOC, the Puerto Rico NOC, and the Guam NOC. Under the British Empire there were also multiple NOCs, including Hong Kong's NOC, certified by the IOC. The best examples on this point are the IOC's certification of two Korean (North and South) and two German (East and West) NOCs. (4) In dealing with participation of Beijing and Taipei in the Olympic movement, however, the tried and tested IOC principle ran into big trouble. For 30 years after the founding of the PRC in 1949, when the Nationalist government fled to Taiwan, Beijing and Taipei used sports as an important vehicle for pressing their political legitimacy in the world. Each government claimed to represent China and did everything possible to block the other from membership in the Olympic movement. Heated disputes surrounding their respective membership claims plagued the international Olympic movement for years. The problem was so serious that IOC chancellor Otto Mayer complained, "The quarrel of the 'two Chinas' has been, from 1954 on, the main burden of Olympism." (5) The question is why the Chinese case has been so difficult and problematic for the IOC to handle. It is impossible to explore the full range of reasons in this essay, but I would like to highlight some key differences between the Chinese case and the others mentioned above. First of all, over the period from 1949 to the late 1970s, both Beijing and Taipei believed there was only one China, and the key dispute between them was over who truly represented the Chinese nation. Each side declared that it was the legitimate government of China, while the other was a mere pretender, and both swore that the legitimate government would never allow the "rebel" government to play a role in international organizations (han zei bu liang li). Secondly, both governments linked membership in the Olympic movement with political legitimacy, and seemed to ignore or not to understand Olympic principles and IOC rules. This explains why both Beijing and Taiwan were so persistent and intensely engaged in the membership fight. The IOC's inconsistency and incompetence in handling Chinese membership in the Olympic movement only made the issue of China's representation more difficult to manage. The year 1949 was supposed to be a turning point in Chinese history; the Chinese Communists had come to power and sent the Nationalists packing. From the perspective of the PRC, the Republic of China ceased to exist when the Communist government took over the mainland, and Taiwan was merely a renegade province that had no place in the international sport federations and Olympic movement. However, the Olympics were not a priority for the Communists when they first came to power. They may not have even been aware that China had been a member of the Olympic movement for many years, and that one of the three Chinese IOC members, Dong Shouyi, had chosen to remain on the mainland after 1949. (6) The top Communist leaders were so busy consolidating power, nation-building, and fighting the United States in the Korean Conflict that the upcoming 1952 Helsinki Olympics were not even on their radar screen. Had the Soviet Union not intervened, the PRC might not have considered itself to have a stake in the Olympic Games until much later. By raising the issue when they did, the Soviets facilitated the Communist government's participation in the games, although it was too late for China to actually compete. Since Beijing had not yet set up a sports commission, the government used the Communist Youth League as a facilitator for sports. Only after taking part in the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games did Beijing consider that it might be desirable to establish a separate sports federation. The Chinese Communist Youth League representatives, on their return from Finland, prepared a report on China's participation in the Helsinki Games for Liu Shaoqi, the number-two person in the Communist system, suggesting that Beijing establish a ministry-level sports commission headed by a high official such as a vice-premier. This suggestion was accepted, and He Long, a top military man, assumed leadership. Why was the USSR interested in Beijing's involvement? The answer is simple: international politics. After World War II, the USSR reversed its former refusal to join corrupt capitalist sports events and decided to compete in every area, to demonstrate the superiority of Russia's political system and society. In 1950 the IOC accepted the Soviet Union's official sports organization as a national Olympic committee, and the 1952 Helsinki Games were Communist Russia's first Olympic appearance. The participation of the Soviet Union in the Olympic movement was important both for sports and for international politics. Avery Brundage, IOC President from 1952 to 1972, wrote in his unpublished memoir that "for the first time in forty years the Russians participatedand the large and well-organized team from the Soviet Union which came to Helsinki astonished the world by its outstanding performance." (8) Zhou asked Liu to make a decision about Beijing's participation in both the meeting and the games, and Liu quickly approved Zhou's suggestion. (12) This new insight into the background of Beijing's early interest in the Olympic movement and the 1952 Games is notable for demonstrating the importance Party leaders placed on sports from the beginning. More interestingly, it shows how Beijing chose to fight its first major battle for international legitimacy through its membership in the Olympic family and Olympic Games. Once a decision had been made, Beijing acted quickly and with determination. As IOC president Edström wrote in June 1952, "The Communist Chinese organizations are making all kinds of efforts to take part in the Olympic Games in Helsinki." (13) To make sure the IOC and the 12. "Dui zhongguo shifou canjia di shiwujie guoji aolinpike yundong hui wenti de piyu" (Comments on the report regarding whether China should take part in the XVth Olympic Games), February, 1952, 
Here Beijing made two mistakes. First, the PRC's forceful intervention conveyed a strident politicization of sports that was off-putting to the IOC. Second, by not using Dong Shouyi, the IOC member who remained in China, to communicate with the IOC, Beijing not only forfeited any legitimate claim to membership in the Olympic movement, but also gave the impression that Dong was either dead or imprisoned, even though the Communist government was at that time either unaware of or uninterested in Dong Shouyi and his IOC involvement. (15) It was Dong who learned of Beijing's intentions and eventually made contact with the government.
(16) Had Beijing known the IOC rules and Olympic principles and simply asked Dong Shouyi to contact the IOC, Dong might well have attended the IOC first sessions in February that year as China's sole representative, given that Wang Zhengting and Kong Xiangxi were too demoralized to go to Helsinki after the Nationalist defeat in the civil war. Erik von Frenckell, an IOC member in Finland, informed the other IOC members that the Chinese ambassador in Helsinki had been in contact with him and demanded to know why Beijing had not yet been invited to the 1952 Olympic Games. Frenckell recommended to the IOC session that it should make a decision about the China issue before the 1 June deadline. Avery Brundage, who was to become IOC president in 1952, declared that the IOC must establish contact with all three Chinese members before it could reach a decision. With the civil war raging in China, all three members had lost contact with the IOC back in 1948, and the Taiwan side spread a rumour that Dong Shouyi was dead.
(17) In his meeting with Sheng Zhibai, Edström asked about Dong Shouyi and was told that he was alive and well. "His place is here in Helsinki," the IOC president told Sheng, who was shadowing the IOC session in Oslo. (18) Since the IOC rules indicated that no athletes could participate in the Olympics unless they belonged to an international federation, Beijing managed in April 1952 to convince the Federation Internationale de Natation Amateur to accept the All-China Athletic Federation as a member by claiming that it succeeded the previous Chinese organization and had paid up the affiliation dues in arrears since 1949. (19) Beijing did the same with pre-existing Chinese memberships in other world sports federations, including the pentathlon, gymnastics, ice hockey, skating, volleyball, and football. The so-called two-China issue would have been much easier for Beijing to manage had it done its homework and sent Dong Shouyi in the first place. But because of ignorance and its tendency to resort to high-handed methods, the Beijing government turned what should have been a simple sports issue into a messy political standoff. These critical mistakes strained relations between Beijing and the IOC from the outset. In his telegram to Beijing's All-China Athletic Federation, Edström wrote on 17 June 1952 that their Olympic committee had not yet been recognized and their travel to Helsinki would be "useless." (20) He sent another telegram on 8 July 1952 to Rong Gaotang, a Chinese sports official, telling him that China was in political chaos and the IOC had decided that no Chinese athletes "may compete until difficulties are resolved." He also asked Rong to inform Dong Shouyi that his presence in Helsinki was "desired."
(21) Despite Edström's position, Beijing was determined to attend the Games and soon dispatched Dong to take part in the IOC's Helsinki session later that month. When Dong showed up at the meetings with a translator, Edström sent the man out of the room, since according to IOC rules translators were not allowed to attend IOC meet- 18. IOC: Republique populaire de Chine, Juridique, 1947 -1975 , folder, Peking: 1952 -1958 , 1947 , -1975 , , folder, Peking: 1952 , -1958 21. IOC Archives: Republique populaire de Chine, Juridique, 1947 -1975 , folder, Peking: 1952 -1958 . Frenckell then suggested that the athletes of both Chinas be allowed to take part. When the IOC session voted 29-22 to allow both teams to participate at Helsinki, the IOC put aside a decision on Beijing's membership until later. On 18 July, one day before the opening ceremony of the Helsinki Games, the IOC finally extended invitations to both Beijing and Taipei.
T Ta a i i w wa a n n' 's s a a n nd d t th he e I I O OC C' 's s t ta a c ct ti ic c a al l e e r rr r o or r s s Taiwan's successful efforts to remain in the Olympic movement after 1949 had more to do with Cold War international politics than the effectiveness of its policy. The fact that most Western countries diplomatically recognized Taipei rather than Beijing up to the 1970s gave Taiwan powerful leverage in the IOC. Taiwan, after all, continued to represent China even in the United Nations until 1971. Taipei did make several astute moves, one of which was to claim political legitimacy directly from the Republic of China, founded in 1912 and a member of the Olympic movement since 1922; Taipei also immediately notified the IOC of the Chinese National Olympic Committee's change of address to Taiwan after the Nationalist government fled the mainland. These moves in the long run helped Taipei to remain part of the Olympic family, no matter how hard Beijing tried to dislodge it.
(24) Even with all these advantages, however, the Nationalist government, like its mainland counterpart, made several mistakes in its negotiations over the membership issue. One mistake was its handling of the 1952 Olympic Games. Initially, the Nationalist government intended to take part in the Games and started to prepare for them in 1951. On 3 March 1951, the government allocated NT$80,000 for selecting and training athletes. But on 10 May 1951, Hao Gengsheng, an important sports leader who had moved to Taiwan with the Nationalists, suggested that Taiwan not participate in the Helsinki Games because the USSR, attending the Games for the first time, might use the forum to confront Taiwan. This bad advice swayed the cabinet. When Taipei learned that Beijing had been invited to participate, its decision not to attend was strengthened on the principle of han zei bu liang li. In other words, the rationale of "no two Chinas" actually lay behind Taipei's thinking at this point, long before Beijing embraced it as grounds for withdrawing from the Olympic movement. (25) In an official letter to IOC president Edström dated 19 July 1952, the Nationalist Olympic committee wrote, "as a protest against the resolution adopted at the plenary session of the International Olympic Committee on July 17, 1952, which compromises the right and position of the Chinese National Committee as the only legal and recognized national Olympic committee of China, I beg to inform you that we have decided to withdraw our participation in the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games." This letter was signed by Hao Gengsheng, president of the Taiwan NOC. (26) In its official statement, Taiwan's NOC protested that by "allowing Chinese Communists to participate in the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki," the IOC's decision was "unlawful as it approves
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22. But the new rule said that existing members who were not familiar with these languages could be assisted by an interpreter. In other words, the IOC used a pretext to reprimand Beijing during their first official contact. This was not good for its own credibility, either. entry of competitors from China not entered by the Chinese National Olympic Committee, which is the only legal national Olympic committee of China and has been recognized as such for many years." (27) Taiwan's decision not to participate in the Helsinki Games, however, left the door open for Beijing to step in uncontested and make its debut in the international sports arena.
(28) Of course, as explained later, the IOC's mixed signals to Taiwan about its participation in the 1952 Olympic Games also played a role in Taiwan's eventual decision not to participate. (29) The Nationalists made another mistake in failing to act regarding the two IOC members Kong Xiangxi and Wang Zhengting, whose involvement in IOC matters had long lapsed, leaving them confronted with forced resignation. Kong, who served as Secretary of the Treasury in the Nationalist government and had been an IOC member since 1939, had never even attended an IOC meeting. While in theory IOC members were chosen by the IOC itself and functioned as Olympic ambassadors to the countries from which they were chosen, individual states retained a degree of influence through their national Olympic committees. It should have been especially important to Taipei communicate with these two members more effectively and have more voices at the table as it engaged in a membership war with Beijing. Brundage, who was obviously pro-Taiwan, advised Hao Gengsheng even before the Helsinki Games that "the important thing now is for Nationalist China to have its representative at Helsinki prepared to fight vigorously for its recognition by the different international federations and the International Olympic Committee. This is a very serious situation." (30) As it turned out, during the crucial diplomatic battle between Taipei and Beijing over membership in the Olympic movement, the only contribution Kong Xiangxi made was to write to Otto Mayer on 29 February 1952 to oppose the IOC's recognition of the All-China Athletic Federation "because it is against the rules of the International Olympic Committee which states that the national Olympic committee of any country must be affiliated with the IOC." Kong commented, "I believe the Olympic committee of China is still in existence and functioning on Taiwan." (31) If both Beijing and Taipei made mistakes negotiating their membership conflicts regarding the 1952 Olympic Games, the IOC itself may also be called on to shoulder an important share of the blame. In hindsight, the IOC seems to have been incompetent and ignorant in dealing with the twoChina issue. The IOC's first misstep was its readiness to change the China NOC's address from mainland China to Taiwan in 1951. When Hao Gengsheng, on behalf of the Taiwan's sports authority, informed the IOC that the office of the Chinese Olympic committee had been relocated from Nanjing to Taipei, the IOC bureaucrats did not understand the enormous political significance of the shift and simply recorded the change of address in issue 28 of the Olympic Review. Only later on did Avery Brundage realize the misstep: "After the revolution in China, we received notice from its national Olympic committee for a change in address to Taipei, Taiwan. The change had been made on the records in the IOC office in Lausanne as a purely routine matter, without any thought of the political significance." (35) It is fair to point out that Edström had tried to determine the significance of the address change. He wrote, "It is essential that we learn to know which is the proper Olympic Committee of China. We have had a letter from China National Amateur Athletic Federation, 147 West Gate Street, Hsin Chu, Taiwan. This federation claims to be the National Olympic , 1947 , -1975 , , folder, Taiwan, 1951 , -1964 . Hao Gengsheng in his memoir did not mention this tactical error. For details, see Hao Gengsheng hui yi lu, 40-54.
29. Hao Gengsheng wrote an angry letter to J. Sigfrid Edström, on 31 July 1952 , after Taiwan's withdrawal to protest Beijing's participation, stating that he had no power and authority to cable Taiwan on 16 June 1952 "the following abrupt and insolent message: 'you may not participate.'" IOC Archives: Republique populaire de Chine, Juridique, 1947 -1975 /folder/Taiwan, 1951 -1964 . See also "Hao to Brundage, personal and confidential," ABC, box 120, reel 66. Unfortunately he did not pursue the matter further after Wang Zhengting and Kong Xiangxi simply claimed that the NOC in Taiwan was the right one.
(37) As Edström told Otto Mayer, the IOC chancellor, "I do not want to spend more time on this Chinese question." (38) Regardless of who was to blame, the damage was done, and it was not until June 1952 that Erik von Frenckell, IOC member and chairman of the 1952 Helsinki Olympic Games organizing committee, wrote to Edström to protest the handling of the address change. He pointed out, "The change of the address of the Chinese Olympic committee from Peking to Taiwan has been a mistake, not confirmed by the Executive Committee nor by the Congresses." He suggested to Edström that "this question should be finally settled by the Congress [IOC session] in Helsinki."
(39) But matters were not to improve soon: Edström's successor, Avery Brundage, chose to follow Edström's policy. As Brundage wrote to Edström in 1952, "The Chinese situation is indeed a most complicated and difficult one. As you say, it is hard to tell what to do." (40) The IOC's passivity led to another misstep, namely, its hasty decision to allow both Beijing and Taipei to take part in the 1952 Games. When Beijing broached its intention to join the Games, the IOC was not at all prepared to respond and was forced to make an ad hoc decision, since the new sports authority in Beijing was not an official Olympic committee and Taipei claimed to represent China. As Brundage told Edström at this crucial moment, "The most that we can do would be to recognize both [Beijing and Taipei] and this, of course, we have refused to do in the case of Germany. The whole situation is most difficult and it is too bad that we can't get through the next two months without taking a stand." (41) Edström initially decided to allow neither Beijing nor Taipei to participate in the Helsinki Games and so notified them by telegram in mid-June.
(42) The IOC presidentelect Brundage wrote to Edström, "Your action on the Chinese question in notifying both organizations that they are not eligible to participate at Helsinki, as I wrote to your before, is the correct one."
(43) But Edström was not naïve enough to believe that the problem was solved with this decision. As he told Otto Mayer the very day he decided to bar both parties, "We will probably have a great fight about this matter in Helsinki with the Russian delegates and other friends from behind the iron Curtain." (44) Attacks soon came from many directions. The Helsinki Games organizing committee chair Frenckell protested Edström's decision, telling him that "we have been informed that FIFA, FIBA and FINA [the corresponding
International Federations] have accepted the Peking Chinese as representatives of China." (45) As a matter of fact, the Helsinki organizing committee had already sent invitations to both parties to join the Games before Edström informed Beijing and Taiwan not to come. Given the fast-approaching deadline for the beginning of the Games and the strong criticisms he was facing, Edström asked IOC members to vote on two proposals in a general session: 1) No Chinese team should be allowed to participate, or 2) Both teams should be allowed to compete. The second proposal won by 29 votes to 22. The IOC executive board, however, requested an additional vote on a proposal by French member Francois Pietri, who wanted the IOC to approve participants only in those sports for which their national federations were affiliated with the relevant international federation. Pietri's proposal won by 33 votes to 20. To be on the safe side, Avery Brundage, newly elected to succeed Edström, suggested that the IOC should not recognize either of the Chinese national Olympic committees until later. But even this compromise, as Brundage himself admitted, "breaks our own rules… because it is inspired by the sympathy we feel for the sportsmen who are on the way to Helsinki." (46) This represented a complete reversal of the original decision. The IOC seemed to be at its wit's end and could come up with no other solution. Thus it committed the fiasco of inviting Beijing to attend the Games just one day before the Games kicked off. , correspondence, 1924 -1958 . 37. Kong Xiangxi to Otto Mayer, 16 May 1952 , IOC Archives: Republique populaire de Chine, histoire, 1952 -1986 . Both Wang and Kong were high officials of the Nationalist government and had political reasons to support Taiwan's claims. Moreover, although both were IOC members, they had not been actively involved in the IOC for quite a long time. The new PRC government was certainly quick to understand the significance of the Olympic Games to their political legitimacy and took action with amazing speed. Having finally gotten the green light from the IOC, Mao Zedong, Liu Shaoqi, and Zhou Enlai, the PRC's three top leaders, immediately approved the decision for Beijing to attend the Olympic Games, although the decision was not made public until 23 July, after Beijing learned that Taiwan would not attend the Olympics. Late in the evening of 24 July, Zhou met with delegation leaders and told them that although Beijing was late for the Games, "It is a victory for the PRC when its flag is flying at the [Helsinki] Olympic Games.
Being late was not our fault." (47) The delegation left for Finland on 25 July and arrived in Helsinki on 29 July, one day before the closing ceremony. It failed to take part in any competition; one of its swimmers participated in a preliminary competition but he failed to qualify for the next round.
(48) Even so, Beijing did participate in some of the Games' cultural programs, and Zhou Enlai had personally examined the program that would be performed by the Chinese entertainment acrobatic troupe in its visit of Helsinki. Zhou told the acrobatic entertainers that they were China's national treasures and expressed the hope that they would win glory for the motherland. (49) Beijing's principal interest in the Olympic Games and Olympic movement was to seek legitimacy in the world arena in the face of the recognition by Western countries widely commanded by the Nationalist government in Taiwan. As the Russians had made abundantly clear, the Helsinki Games provided an important platform for such efforts. Simply being there and seeing its flag fly with those of other countries counted as a victory for the new government in Beijing.
(50) Moreover, by setting one foot in the Olympics in 1952, Beijing again forced the IOC's hand. The very day the Chinese delegation departed Helsinki on 3 August 1952, the Beijing government fired off a telegram to Otto Mayer, the IOC's chancellor, and demanded that the IOC approve Beijing's membership in the Olympic movement.
(51) The IOC did just that in 1954 by formally recognizing the Chinese Olympic Committee. Thus between 1954 and 1958, both Taiwan and Beijing claimed to represent "China" in the Olympic family. But Beijing was not happy to have Taipei remain in the Olympic movement and strongly protested the representation of China by two rival regimes. In 1958, concluding that the IOC was hostile to Beijing and followed a pro-Taiwan and pro-Two-China policy, Beijing officially broke off its relationship with the Olympic movement. This decision was made by China's top leaders, and under direct instruction from Deng Xiaoping, China's sport commission summarily withdrew from 11 international sport organizations that accepted Taiwan's membership.
(52) Beijing did not return to the Olympic movement until 1979, when the IOC made concessions to Beijing by changing Taiwan's NOC name to Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee and forbidding Taipei from using its flag, anthem, or emblem in the Olympic movement. It is also worth pointing out that Taiwan did not play a completely passive role in these developments. Taiwan realized that the IOC-mandated English name, the Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee, could not be changed, but Taiwan could manipulate the Chinese translation of that name. Beijing insisted that it should read Zhongguo Taibei, but Taipei made it Zhonghua Taibei, throwing the two sides into another serious dispute. The one character difference was important, according to Wu Jingguo, an IOC member from Taipei involved directly in the negotiations, because it implied whether or not Taiwan was subordinate to Beijing's Chinese Olympic Committee. Several secret meetings were held in Hong Kong to work out a solution, and in the end it was Deng Xiaoping who finally decided to accept Taiwan's translation. In 1989, Beijing and Taiwan signed an official agreement regarding the Taipei's NOC's Chinese name. (53) It is important to point out that the final solution of the twoChina issue in the IOC and in other international sports federations reflected Deng Xiaoping's concept of one-countryChina's National Representation and the Two-China Question in the Olympic Movement china perspectives S p e c i a l f e a t u r e two-systems. Many people are aware that Deng developed this concept to deal with Hong Kong's return from British colonial control, but few realize that the idea was first applied in resolving the Olympic dispute with Taiwan. More importantly, pragmatic attitudes on both sides of the straits and avoiding the mistakes of the past allowed Chinese in both the PRC and Taiwan to take part in the Olympics and other international events together. Taiwan, of course, was not happy with the conditions imposed on it, but being present under whatever name conferred a sense of legitimacy that was increasingly eroding in other world forums. Since then, although Taiwan and Beijing continue to be political rivals, their athletes have competed in the Games together, and Taiwan's status as a National Olympic Committee has in all respects been fully maintained and respected. Unlike the old zero-sum game perspective, the hard-won solution has proved a win-win situation, and suggests a model that could serve as a basis for future political relations between Beijing and Taiwan. The Taiwan formula also served as a model for dealing with Hong Kong following its return to Chinese sovereignty in 1997. Hong Kong was first accepted as a member of Olympic movement in 1950, while it was still a British colony, and retained its membership in the Olympic movement with Beijing's blessing; two days after the handover, Hong Kong and the IOC signed an agreement on 3 July 1997 that declared, "It is the common aim to enable the people of Hong Kong to continue taking part in the Olympic Games and generally in sports competitions everywhere as a separate and independent entity." In the new arrangement, Hong Kong's Olympic committee would add "China" to "Hong Kong" in its committee designation in accordance with the Basic Law; Hong Kong teams would fly the flag of the Special Administrative Region at all times, while the Chinese National Anthem would be played on official occasions such as flag-raising and victory ceremonies. According to the agreement, the initials "HKG" would be maintained, and the emblem would feature the bauhinia blossom with the Five Rings and the Chinese characters Zhongguo Xianggang all within a circle, followed by "Hong Kong" with "CHINA" underneath.
Juan Samaranch, who served as the IOC president from 1983 to 2001, once boasted that "we are the only international organization in the world-sports organization or other-that recognizes as full members the national Olympic committees of the People's Republic of China and Chinese Taipei." However, looking back at the history of the China issue in the IOC, the organization has little to be proud of. 
